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Motivation
 Various parameters known to impact the initiation of deep 

convection:

 Houston and Niyogi (2007): lapse rate of cloud-bearing layer

 Derbyshire et al. (2004): environmental humidity

 Kirshbaum (2011): interaction between successive thermals

 Khairoutdinov and Randall (2006): precipitation, thermal size

 Previous studies of shallow-to-deep transition have largely 

used horizontally homogeneous environments

 In contrast, we focus on a localized mesoscale forcing

 Promotes interaction between successive thermals



Methodology

 Forcing : 

 X-centered, Y-periodic sensible heat 

flux band

 Gaussian shaped forcing (half-

width: 7500m)

 Half sinusoid amplitude variation 

over 12h (max. 200W/m2)

 Produces narrow updraft (~3 m/s) at 

x=0

 Idealized, cloud-resolving simulations:

 Bryan Cloud Model (CM1) version 16

 Domain: 120x60x20 [km] (X,Y,Z)

 Grid spacing 250x250x100 [m] with stretching in Z



Methodology
 Control case: 

 Weisman-Klemp sounding

 CAPE = 1157 [J/kg] 

 CIN = 50 [J/kg]

 No background winds

 Assessing depth of 
convection: 

 Maximum height reached 
by highest thermal



Overview

 Animation over convergence line at x=0



Thermal tracking
 Program developed to track the evolution of every cumulus 

in the simulation

 Uses time and space-adaptive criterions to capture full cloud 

extent and life cycle 

 Allows for a statistical analysis of the sensitivities of cloud 

deepening to local and environmental conditions



Thermal tracking
 An example:

Black contours : 

Simulated (qc+qi) field

Contours: 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 [g/kg]

Colors : 

Thermals as identified by the algorithm

Every color is an identity



Control case
 Some useful parameters to describe the diurnal variation:

a) b)

d)c)



Sensitivity tests
 Vary ambient mid-level RH by +/- 50% of CTRL RH deficit



Mid-level humidity sensitivity

a) b)

d)c)



Influence of initial thermal area

 Strong correlation of Zmax with initial thermal area A2km



Influence of midlevel qt’
 Much weaker correlation of Zmax with midlevel (3-6-km) 

total water perturbation (qt
’)



Buoyancy and core size
 Smaller thermals strongly suppressed in dry case; all sizes 

reach similar heights in moist case



Influence of convergence
 Relation between convergence, A2km , and Zmax suggests that 

transition is mainly forcing dependent in these cases



Conclusion
 Developed thermal tracking code to effectively evaluate 

factors controlling cloud depth

 In these idealized experiments, initial core area dominates 
ultimate height reached by thermal (consistent with 
Khairoutdinov and Randall 2006)

 Core area apparently controlled by convergence strength

 A drier mid-troposphere suppresses mainly the smallest 
thermals; larger thermals reach similar heights in all cases

 Environmental moistening by cloud detrainment impacts 
evolution, but less so than the initial core size



Future work
 Identify the factors controlling the initial core size

 Run wider ranges of simulations

 Further evaluate perturbation moistening (mean and local 

contributions)

 Consider lapse-rate sensitivities (like Houston and Niyogi

2007)

 Consider sensitivities to vertical wind profile

 Objective: develop a simplified theoretical model for thermal 

ascent, to explain sensitivities found herein



Supplemental Slide :

Thermal tracking
Set a base threshold : 

W ≥ 1 [m/s]

qc ≥ 0.01[g/kg]

Using running window, 

set new thresholds for 

every time step

Compute Horizontal 

mean W and qc for 

detected thermal points

Detect newly defined 

thermal points and 

group in space  

Detect connectivity in 

time and attribute 

thermal identity

If splitting occurs: 

If merging occurs : 

keep identity of the 

strongest thermal

If under 3km :

Lowest thermal is 

attributed new identity 

If over 3km :

Both thermal are now 

tracked as one entity


